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Abstract 

In this work we propose a set of term-rewriting techniques for 
modelling object-oriented computation. Based on symbolic variants 
of explicit substitutions calculi, we show how to deal with imperative 
statements like assignment and sequence in specifications in a pure 
declarative style. Under our model, computation with classes and 
objects becomes simply normal form calculation, exactly as it is the 
case in term-rewriting based languages (for instance the functional 
languages). We believe this kind of unification between functions and 
objects is important because it provides plausible alternatives for using 
the term-rewriting theory as an engine for supporting the formal and 
mechanical reasoning about object-oriented specifications. 
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1 lntrod uction 

Object-oriented specifications help to capture the structure of a soft
ware system based on the description of its data relationships (for 
example: inheritance and aggregation) where the concept of object 
state plays a central role for modelling ( the reactive usually time de
pendant) systems behavior. 
On the other side, functional based specifications are more concerned 
with the transactional behavior (input-output relationship) of a sys
tem where the notion of referential transparency ( and therefore state 
independence) is considered as fundamental for promoting a .smooth 
platform for mechanical deductive reasoning. 
Although these are different perspectives of system modelling, they 
are not opposite but complementary and therefore both are necessary 
to cope with the complexity of software modelling from both angles. 
So it is very natural and important to promote any effort in unifying 
t hem as a way to increase our ability of reasoning about complex soft
ware systems in a common and well sustained formal theory. 
With this objective in mind, in this report we aim at describing a de
ductively based framework which we believe gives us a better under
standing of the combination of the object-oriented specifications with 
the functional ones , represented in this case by the term-rewriting sys
tems. 
By using procedural extensions of rewriting calculi with explicit sub
stitutions ([2, 19]) we achieve very intuitive representations of objects 
and gain evidence that both perspectives naturally meet in a simple 
computational model. Moreover , given that the combination can be 
achieved without forcing nor weakening the fundamental principles 
of both models, a fair possibility of employing the term-rewriting ma
chinery for formally and mechanically reasoning about object-oriented 
software specifications is thereby opened. We are convinced that in 
t his form a solid software verification theory and practice can be em
ployed for increasing the confidence of software abstract models. 

2 Scope and Related Work 

T his material corresponds to a first attempt of the author to model 
imperative features occurring in object-oriented languages by means 
of special classes of rewrite systems. We have tried to incorporate 
in our approach some for us new fields which are wide and deeply 
technical. Essentially, we have considered the theory of explicit sub
stit utions ([2, 19]) and the 7!'-calculus ([52 , 59]) as our experimental 
candidates. For the characteristics of this work, we just covered a 
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selected part of these fields, it is therefore quite possible that some 
important references are not included 1 . For the same reasons, we 
have restricted ourselves to present the material in a preliminary and 
intuitive form, only. Our goal was essentially to gain some experience 
and evaluate alternatives for answering our questions under narrow 
time constraints. We could not always go into the technical details 
in the way and depth that we had wanted, however we believe that 
our proposal is robu~t and useful enough and it points to directions 
where more development is possible. This includes, fundamentally, 
the formalization and integration with some previous work on rewrite 
systems with extra-variables ([8, 77] and the >.-calculus with explicit 
substitution, as we explain in this work. We see very promising pos
sibilities for such a development that we may call rewri te systems 
wi th mutable variables. 

U nfortunately, a very important part of our research could not be in
corporated into this document for the mentioned limitations of time. 
This includes some ideas for combining the 7r-calculus with the mu
table rewrite system profiled in this report (i.e. incorporating the 
concept of process in our calculus). These ideas permit consider
ing concurrent object-oriented programming from a symbolic point of 
view, they are based on [5, 29]. We hope to be able to extend this 
material with those ideas in a forthcoming paper. However, we had to 
leave the main references in the bibliography for the interested reader 
only. 

Without claiming it is an exhaustive list, let us briefiy review some 
closely related work and sources: We can find several important at
tempts for introducing the imperative style in the lambda calculus, for 
the same reasons motivating this work. For instance, the ..\5 calculus 
of [25] that extended the seminal work of [63]. These works are not 
based on explicit substitution, directly. 
Another important previous approach to imperative calculus is [56] 
which uses a different presentation compared to ours but is grounded 
on the same p'rinciples. lt shows applications to mutable ADTs but 
the encoding is not as explicit as it is in this work. Inheritance is not 
covered. 
A more recent work is [46] which presents a general call-by-need calcu
lus, that can be used for the imperative purposes, too. lt is compara
ble with the explicit substitutions calculi but according to the authors 
it permits avoiding the problems of copying inherent to the formers 

1 For instance the very interesting work [23] contains a lot of references we have not 
considered for the lack of time, only. 
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( and our model, too). Modelling higher-order term-rewriting using de 
Bruijn encoding can be found in [58, 13]. 
A more elaborated work than ours is [18] with its p-calculus. The pre
sentation of this calculus is rather particular, the lambda abstractions 
are replaced by arrow abstractions, leading to a computation style 
based on explicit non-deterministic pattern-matching. This calculus 
is used for denoting the operational semantics of the ELAN language. 
Another well-known alternative to model state based computation 
without leaving the pure declarative style is, of course, the Monad 

pattern of [75]. In some general sense, we use this encoding technique 
in this work. 
A calculus for modelling a subset of the JAVA semantics oriented to 
the formal verification of type soundness is presented in [38] following 
the lines of [74] . 

3 Structure of the Work 
We have organized this work mainly in 4 sections. In sections 4 and 
5 we present, in a very intuitive form, the concepts of objects and 
rewrite systems that we want to join in a symbolic framework. Here 
we use simple examples and a JAVA notation to enhance readability 
and comprehension. We discuss and expose the main requirements 
and advantages for such a combination. In section 6, we describe 
a calculus that simulates computation in the presence of imperative 
statements. This is necessary for the selected object-oriented style. 
In section 7, for reaching our imperative oriented purposes, we extend 
the standard AO'i)- calculus of [19](a symbolic version) with assign
ments and sequences (we do not include pattern-matching, however). 
Based on this extension, we represent classes and objects in the same 
direction as in [l , 23] but being more detailed with the handling of im
perative features and maintaining the functional facet of the language 
and including explicit classes (however without considering any typing 
system nor sharing). · As explained, we just study sequential compu
tation. In section 8, we conclude by describing some open questions 
and solutions based on our approach. 

4 Basic Object-Oriented Nations 
Objects can be understood as symbolic representations of some enti
ties occurring in a given domain of knowledge to be abstracted and 
rnodeled for software development purposes. They are characterized 
by means of classes which specify the attributes of each one of its 
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members as well as relevant dependency relationships (structural and 
functional) with other classes of objects (see [1] for details on ob
ject foundations). To establish a point of reference, we want to il
lustrate some of the facilities commonly appearing in object-oriented 
languages. Our intention is to represent them by means of a special 
kind of term-rewriting systems, as we will explain later. For making 
the examples more readable we use a JAVA-like notation and some 
toy examples. 

So let us first consider a quite simple specification representing a bank 
account as an object. As usual , we may want to make deposits and 
withdrawals of an account, so we specify methods allowing these op
erations. 

class SimpleAccount { 

} 

Money currentAmount = new Money(O); 
public Money consul t () { return currentAmount; } 
public void deposi t (Money m) { 

this.currentAmount = this.currentAmount.add(m); 
} 
public void wi thdraw (Money m) { 

this.currentAmount = this.currentAmount.sub(m); 
} 

We are assuming the existence of the dass Money, which is aggre
gated in SimpleAccount , having the required interface (Money add(Money), 
Money sub (Money) , boolean equals (Money). etc). 
As observed, initially we do not worry about the consistency of the 
transactions. Among other things we employ well-known object-oriented 
patterns like internal states (represented here by the variable named 
currentAmount) which can be changed by assignment. We also note 
the explicit self-reference represented by the identifier this. In this 
case its use is unnecessary because any undefined reference in a method 
is resolved lexically with respect to the dass, but we want to remark 
that self-reference is possible. Message sending is denoted by the dot 
operator, which is also used for variable accessing 2 . 

To complement this basic functionality, we may want to extend 
such a dass, by means of inheritance, adding some more specific fea
tures like the validation of those transactions leading to a negative 

2 Additionally, the specification of the external access ( visibility) for the dass members 
is denoted by the public keyword or by its absence roughly meaning horizontally private 
according to the JAVA semantics; however we are not concerned about visibility at this 
moment. 
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account balance. For the sake of simplicity we just ignore any (wrong) 
transaction, in such a case we do not state any exception or similar 
abnormal condition. We may have the following inherited class of 
SimpleAccount: 

class ValidatedAccount extends SimpleAccount { 
public void deposi t (Money m) { 

} 

if (m.isPositive()) super.deposit(m); 
} 
public void wi thdraw (Money m) { 

} 

if (m.isPositive() && m.lessEqThan(currentAmount)) 
super.withdraw(m); 

Here we can observe a typical pattern of delegation and a method 
of overriding. Messages to objects of this class are filtered, validated 
and passed over to the parent object if they are acceptable. Important 
to us with respect to this facility is that message sending to the parent 
object is possible by referencing the variable super. 
In some other place in our specification, finally, we may want to create 
and use some objects belonging to those classes. For instance in the 
following way: 

class UserClass { ... 

} 

public void testAccountClasses () { 
SimpleAccount sa = new- SimpleAccount(); 
sa.deposit(new- Money(100)); 
sa.withdraw(new- Money(200)); (*) 

lt holds: sa.consult().equals( new- Money{-100)) 
ValidatedAccount va = new- ValidatedAccount(); 
va.deposit(new- Money(100)); 
va. wi thdraw (new- Money ( 200) ) ; ( * *) 

lt holds: va.consult().equals{ new- Money{lOO)) 
} ... 

We have marked two lines in the code by ( *) and ( **). Here some 
assertions should statically hold when the method testAccountClasses 
reaches these points. Of course assertions about systems based on ob
jects can be more complicated: for instance, we see that any object 
of class SimpleAccount ( or of ValidatedAccount) may concurrently 
coexist (in an independent thread) with other objects interchanging 
messages with them. Hence, it is absolutely possible that some trans
actions incorrectly overlap in time leading to unsound states for that 
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account. That such a possibility can never happen at run time of the 
system, represents something that we want to assure. Liveness condi
tions are also properties to be guaranteed. In general, we need meth
ods of very high level for verification of specifications from different 
system perspectives and layers. However, somewhere in a lower-level 
we certainly need symbolic engines allowing us to manipulate terms 
representing programs and assertions about them. So in our simple 
example, we want to simplify some sequence of statements and for
mulae reducing them to true if they are valid with respect to some 
logical framework. See for instance the following (where '~' stands 
for implies). 

(ValidatedAccountva = new ValidatedAccount(); 

va.deposit(new M oney(lOO) ); 

withdraw ( new M oney ( 200))) 

~ 

va.consult().equals(new M oney( 100)) 

-t* true 

The symbol -t * denotes some simplification relation - that we will de
fine later - for describing the computation (in some undetermined num
ber of steps) of the Boolean expression to its normal form true, mean
ing that the assertion is valid. Our goal is to provide term-rewriting 
based alternatives for describing such a kind of operational simplica
tion relation reflecting the object-oriented and procedural symbolic 
computation. That will require, among others, that a subexpression 
like new Money(100) or even Money itself has a symbolic represen
tation and consequently a computable normal form. 

Now we are arriving at the main question dealt with in this work: 
How can we operationalize object-oriented computation as a term
rewriting process? In the following we will try to answer that ques
t ion. 

Although we have presented an easy formulation with the help 
of this simple example, we do not want to give the, obviously nai:ve, 
impression that we have to deal with a simple problem in a more 
realistic scenario. 

We already mentioned that object-oriented programs usually are 
carried out concurrently, therefore, an object-oriented reasoning frame
work must be able to handle temporal inference or something similar, 
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among many other conditions 3 . We also know that, in addition to 
consider dealing with assertions regarding the local behavior of objects 
as above, we have to require the capability to formally reason about 
the dynamic interaction between objects in the system under events 
and transitions, in order to guarantee any global property of the sys
tem as a whole." Specific frameworks like temporal logics can be used 
for this purpose as it is well known (see for instance [36]). 
However, at the present time, we do not know about any approach in
tegrating term-rewriting based inference with temporal reasoning, we 
do not aim in this work in postulating one 4 . However, we do believe 
that it is possible to formulate a basic kernel of rules for symbolic and 
mechanical manipulation of expressions containing objects and equa
tional formulae. Such an engine should give operationality when we 
couple it to other forms of deductive verification for reactive systems 
in a way we are not yet able to make precise ( for instance, considering 
approaches like [37, 20]). That remains an interesting question to be 
studied in a future work. 

5 Basic Term-Rewriting Notions 

Term-rewriting systems (TRS) are models of computation with a strong 
theoretical foundation which offers many useful practical methods 
and tools for supporting equational based reasoning ( covering both 
theorem-proving and computation). We do not intend to introduce 
the formalism and its capabilities, we simply give an insight into the 
main ideas; we refer to [7, 22 , 10] for more details. 
TRSs give efficient operational support to Abstract Data Types (ADT) 
based methodologies (see [24] for details about the foundations of 
ADTs) which can be used for modelling and prototyping software 
systems from a declarative but also computable (executable) perspec
tive. 

Under such a paradigm, we specify our system requirements by 
means of sets of rules which describe the way that components of 
the system must produce and transform data. Rule systems can be 
organized in a modular form, facilitating its understanding and main
tenance. 

Symbolic terms are used for representing data and function ap
plication in a uniform manner. Computation under TRSs means re-

3Error-handling is of course another fundamental issue to take into consideration as 
well as very nasty things like 'pointers'. 

4 Pointers to such a kind of combination using conditional rewrite systems are presented 
in [48, 49] . 
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duction of data terms to their normal (irreducible) forms of data. 
Theorem-proving is, under adequate circumstances, reduced to syn
tactic identity between normal forms, which permits considering com
putation and theorem-proving under the same mechanism. Many tech
niques are available for symbolically checking the existence of normal 
forms (guaranteed by the termination property) and uniqueness of 
normal forms, also called confluence of TRSs (the satisfaction of ter
mination and confiuence together is named convergence). 
We finally remark that TRSs also allow us to apply equational tech
niques for reasoning about induction (and therefore recursion) as well 
as symbolic equation solving, what fundamentally serves to cover the 
logic programming style of computation. 
As clone in the former section, let us give some examples illustrating 
many of the theoretical concepts mentioned above. 
Typically, we may specify operators desciibing algebraic properties of 
some data structure. For example the existence of a neuter element 
( id) and the associativity of the composition of functions (- o _) over 
some domain. We may describe such a structure by the following set 
of rules: 

f 0 id---+ f 

id 0 f---+ f 

(! 0 g) 0 h ---+ f 0 (g 0 h) 

This corresponds to a first-order specification; as an example of deduc
tion, one can easily prove that (f o(idog)) = ido(f og) by normal form 
building (in each side of the equation we get the term f o g as normal 
form). In such a case we say both sides are joinable.The validity of 
t his decission procedure is guaranteed because the rule system can be 
shown to be convergent 5 . 

We can extend this system with a higher-order set of rules by 
specifying a map function as well as one fundamental property of it 
( we use the ML notation for lists). 

map f []---+ [] 
map f(x :: L)---+ (! x) :: (map f L) 

mapidL-+ L 

map (! o g) L ---+ ( map g ( map f L)) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

5The termination property can be verified by applying the technique of reduction or
derings. By checking that all the critical pairs (overlappings between left-hand sides of 
rules) are joinable we get a strong form of confluence named local confluence. This and 
termination together assure full confluence and therefore convergence. 
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As a way to establish some points of comparison and contrast with 
respect to objects, we can also reformulated our previous example of 
an account using a more formal ADT style (we employ an abstract 
notation with the obvious meaning): 

ADT SimpleAccount 
using Money 
exporting newAccount, consult, deposit,withdraw 
SIG 

newAccount : Money --7 Account; 
deposit: Money, Account --7 Account; 
withdraw: Money, Account --7 Account; 
consult: Account --7 Money; 

RULES 
consult(newAccount(m))--7 m; 
deposit(m, newAccount(n)) --7 newAccount(Money#add(m,n)); 
withdraw (m, newAccount(n)) --7 newAccount(Money#sub(m,n)); 

END 

In contrast to the object-oriented specification, we can see that 
there is no internal state in the Account ADT. We can define a com
putation by using this ADT and simulate the object-oriented specifi
cation that we had in the previous section , but we need to reformulate 
our UserClass. We define it in the following way: 

dass U serClass . . . { 

} 

public void testAccountClasses () { 
SimpleAccount sa = ne-w SimpleAccount(); 
sa.deposit(ne-w Money(100)); 
sa.withdraw(~e-w Money(200)); 

} 

The first two lines of the method testAccountClasses represent, 
roughly speaking, the following expression (where we assume a con
struc.tor newMoney in some given ADT Money) . 

withdraw (newM oney(200), 
deposit (newMoney(lOO), 

newSimpleAccount(newM oney(O)) 

We compute (apart of 6 ) its normal form by proceeding step by step: 

6We do not reduce with the Money ADT, for simplicity. 
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withdraw(newM oney(200), 

-t 

deposit (newMoney(lOO), 
newSimpleAccount( newM oney(O)))) 

wi thdraw ( new M oney ( 200) 
newSimpleAccount( add(newM oney(lOO), newM oney(O))) 

-t 
newSimpleAccount (sub (newM oney(200), 

(add(newM oney(lOO), newM oney(O))) 

In the general case, when computing with (unconditional) term
rewriting systems, we try to find rewritable positions ( called redexes) 
in expressions by matching them against the left-hand side of some 
rule, let's say l -t r. A successful match yields a substitution, which 
is a mapping binding variables to expressions. Let us assume that the 
matching process computes a substitution a 7. Once having this a, 
we rewrite the redex with the right-hand r of the rule, after having re
placed its variables x by a(x). After that, the substitution disappears 
from the reduction context. 
When interpreters of programming languages are developed however, 
substitutions are actually implemented as environments and, for rather 
obvious reasons of efficiency, we do not physically apply the substi
tution to r, but just remember the environment and look-up for the 
value of any bound variable only when it is needed. 
Putting this in symbolic terms, instead of making a rewrite step of the 
form a(l) -t a(r) in some context, we perform the step l[a] -t r[a], 
where, in general e[a] denotes the expression e closed or surrounded 
by the environment a (without applying it) . Exactly, this idea of re
membering the rewrite substitution as a part of the rewriting context 
leads us to employ explicit substitutions techniques, as we explain in 
the following. As we will see, this makes it possible to rewrite expres
sions which may mutate their environment, which is important for 
imperative computations. 

Before going that step, we first want to illustrate a very plausible 
technique for relating state-based computation with term-rewriting 
systems which can be used as a start point in 'visualizing' object
oriented computation as a form of rewrite computation. For such a 
purpose, let us again recur to one of our previous examples with a 
minor modification: 

7When the left-hand side of the rule has the form J(x1 , . .. , Xn) the substitutions simply 
binds the formal parameters with the actuals for any function call of f, that is, pattern
matching reduces to parameter passing. 
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class SomeClass ... { 

} 

public Money anotherTestMethod () { 
SimpleAccount sa = new SimpleAccount(); 
sa.deposit(new Money(100)); 
sa.withdraw(new Money(200)); 
return sa.consult(new Money(200)); 

} 

Taking a look at this dass, we rapidly become seduced tö ex
press the operational behavior of anotherTestMethod by means of 
a conditional rule. In fact, ignoring the type decorations and con
sidering return just a variable, we may represent this specification as 
follows 8 9 : 

anotherTestM ethod() ---* return {:::: 
SimpleAccount() ---* sa, 
sa.deposit(newM oney(lOO))---* sa, 
sa.withdraw(newMoney(200))---* sa 
sa.consult() ---* return. 

This kind of rules is special for two reasons: 

• Firstly, they have conditions which need tobe tested (reduced) 
before the rewrite step can take place. This feature of allowing 
rule conditions is manageable, because there is a well-understood 
theory and practice of conditional systems as a natural extension 
of unconditional systems. 

• Secondly, some variables appearing in the conditions do not oc
cur in the function header (they are called extra-variables 
henceforth). Once again there is a way out: for special classes of 
rule systems, which are very similar to those exemplified above, 
we have a sound and effective machinery for reasoning about 
them (see [8, 77, 57] for instance). 

However, looking more deeply at this specific case we face a new prob
lem: some extra-variables bound by the rewrite substitution can mu
tate after a rule condition becomes evaluated (in the example: the 
variable sa will be updated several times during the reduction). 
To deal with this problem, we propose that the 'comma' should be 
considered a binary left associative operator denoted by (_; _) that ex
actly corresponds to sequences in imperative programming languages. 

8 The symbol ~ is the analogous to the symbol : -- of PROLOG 
9 Note that we permit that classes rewrite to terms, we will elaborate more on that 

soon. 
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Under this condition, the evaluation of a rule l-+ r {:::: (c1; c2; ... ; Cn) 
can be performed according to the following general rewrite proce
dure with mutable variables: 

1. A matching substitution for the variables of l is computed as 
already explained above for unconditional rules. 

2. Then the conditions of the rule must be reduced one by one from 
left to right; they are of the form 

actualCondition; otherConditions 

3. The condition actualCondition may create new variables or up
date old ones in the current rewrite substitution during its reduc
tion. Its final result should be passed over to the otherConditions 
continuing the reduction in the same fashion. At any point, re
sults must be pairs of the form 

( return Val ue, substitution) 

where result is the computed value and substitution is the up
dated environment lO 11 . In this form the next condition in the 
sequence is able to receive the actual environment. 

4. When we are done with the last condition, we passes over its 
result to the right-hand side of the rule yielding (probably after 
some further reduction) the definitive rewrite result. 

Once again we clearly state the requirement that substitutions become 
a part of the rewrite context and need a corresponding mechanism for 
handling those rewrite contexts as symbolic expressions. Our proposal 
for such a procedure will be formulated appealing to explicit substitu
tion calculi. However, such a procedure is actually independent of our 
way to describe the effect of methods in object-oriented programs by 
TRSs with mutable extra-variables. lt also permits, more generally 
seen, an integration of classes and rewrite rules. In other words, we 
just represent a class definition as a rule, which may contain internal 
rules (with mutable variables) representing its variables and methods. 
For illustrating this idea, let us modify our last class in the following 
way: 

dass LastClass ... { 
SimpleAccount sa = new SimpleAccount(); 

10It can be observed that the encoding ( return V alue, substitution) resembles a pro
gramming style using Monads! ([75]). 

11 In section 6, we will denote this pair by returnValue « substitution 
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} 

public Money anotherTestMethod () { 
sa.deposit(neW' Money(100)); 
sa.withdraw(neW' Money(200)); 
return sa.consult(neW' Money(200)); 

} 

Our representation of this dass as a rule system with internal rules 
looks like (remember that ; is an operator) 

LastClass() --+ ( 
SimpleAccount() --+ sa; 
anotherTestM ethod() --+ return ~ 

(sa.deposit(newMoney(lOO))--+ sa; 
sa.withdraw(newM oney(200))--+ sa; 
sa.consult() --+ return); 

The variable sa is now global in the scope of the dass scope. Now it 
is dear that a dass rewrites to a term representing a rule system with 
mutable variables.In fact, we can simplify it a little bit by eliminating 
the variable return. We get 

LastClass() --+ ( 
SimpleAccount() --+ sa; 
anotherTestM ethod() --+ sa.consult() ~ 

sa.deposit(newM oney(lOO))--+ sa; 
sa.withdraw(newM oney(200))--+ sa; 

Moreover, we can actually eliminate the conditions at all by treating 
them as a term: 

LastClass() --+ ( 
SimpleAccount() --+ sa; 
anotherTestM ethod() --+ 

(sa.deposit(newMoney(lOO))--+ sa; 
sa.withdraw(newM oney(200)) --+ sa; 
sa.consult()); 

Observe that, under this representation, we need to manipulate rule 
systems as symbolic terms in order to model objects and dasses. In 
any case, it should now be clear that term-rewriting systems consti
tutes a plausible model for object-oriented computation, if we have 
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a symbolic mechanism to cope with mutation and sequences. In the 
next section we focus our attention on this issue, we do not deepen 
further on term-rewriting with mutation of variables. 

Before leaving this section however, let us finally remark that at 
the time we write this work, we do not know about other approaches 
for handling mutation by term-rewriting in the way we have just lined 
out. We believe it is a new idea for the operational semantics of rules 
wi th mutable variables. Obviously, large parts of the formalism 
still need to be formulated out in detail. Because of the lack of time, 
that task is beyond the scope of this report 12 . 

6 Explicit Substitution with Mutation 
Reviewing the literature, we find that in the past decade, beginning 
with [2] a lot of work was developed for incorporating the metacon
cept of substitution as a term in the language of the .\-calculus ([11]) 
leading to many variants of the original model (we refer to [9] for 
more pointers on this calculus and its applications). In general, such 
calculi are based on the de Bruijn encoding, where the variables are 
replaced by indices representing their scoping depth in expressions 13 . 

One of the main purposes for such an effort is to avoid the problems 
of the a-conversion (variable renaming) necessary for assuring lexical 
scoping during symbolic computations. Another important problem is 
to study time and complexity of the parameter-passing process, that 
is the ß-reduction, as it is also mentioned in [9]. 
Explicit substitution calculi are actually term-rewriting systems which 
model composition of substitutions, index handling and ß-reduction 
for an extended syntax of the .\-terms that includes the (already 
mentioned) notation e[s] and the substitutions in the language. Be
cause . the variables become numbers, those rewrite systems implic
itly use arithmetic over natural numbeis in a built-in form . The 
references show many applications of this technique for transform
ing higher-order specifications and problems to first-order ones ( for 
instance higher-order unification or unified computation under higher
order term-rewriting systems among others). A central problem thereby 
is to obtain well-behaved calculi, that is, those satisfying properties 
like confluence, termination and completeness and efficient simulation 

12 In this sense, a very special question is to find a declarative meaning for the concept 
of state from an pure equational point of view, when state is no longer a 'metaterm' is, 
but a valid term according to the signature of the equational specification. 

13 That is, the number of ,\s occurring in the path "going from the root of the term to the 
variable ( which exactly coincides with the index in the evaluation stack of the expression 
for the any binding for that variable). 
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of the .A-calculus ([42]). 
Since we evidently perceive a theory very adequate for our intentions, 
we apply the explicit substitution approach to our purposes. However, 
despite the computational problems associated with the a-conversion, 
we do not use the de Bruijn index notation. The reason is that rule 
systems working over this encoding contain rules of a lower-level than 
that we need for explaining symbolic computation. For the sake of 
clarity, we do not want to go to such a level of abstraction ( at least 
not in this work), we stay on the pure symbolic level and pay the cost 
of a-conversion. 
For our formulation we will essentially follow [19], adapting it to our 
needs 14 . Our term rewrite system for assignment and sequence can be 
shown to be confluent modulo an equivalence ( which, among others, 
depends on a-conversion). 
In some aspects, we have to make some simplifications to cope with 
the time limitations and complexity constraining this work. Probably 
the most strong one will be that we do not care about typing in an ex
plicit form. However we think that our constructions can be extended 
in this sense without big problems because they represent standard 
and well understood features in typed programming languages that 
we simply code symbolically. Our concept of assignment has always 
the meaning of update (set), because the look-up function never fails. 
lt is quite possible to modify the calculus for handling definition and 
updating separately, in an natural form. Another uncontemplated el
ement is the incorporation of pattem-matching. 

Before going into more technical details, we want to present the 
intensional meaning of our symbolism, which we think is not very com
plicated to infer. Essentially, our problem is to reduce (in the sense 
of the .A-calculus) some expression e which may have free variables. 
These are however recorded in an environment and e must have ac
cess to this environment. The proposal of the explicit substitution 
field consists in encoding the terms in the form e[s] where _[_] is a 
binary operator and s is the substitution representing the enclosing 
environment. All the calculi stem from this principle, that basically 
works for us too. 
However, we want to permit assignment and sequence in our language, 
hence we need to represent something more. When we see a term like 
e[s], we do not know whether it is evaluated or not. Neither whether s 
is the substitution before or after the evaluation of e. For these obvious 

14 We will not give it an explicit name because we think there are too many already (see 
for instance [44]). We think it is just an imperative extension of the AO"ft of Curien et al 
with names. 
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reasons we introduce an additional notation e « s 15 for representing 
the second case (i.e. after evaluation) and leave e[s] for the first case 
(i.e. before evaluation). So, the reduction relation ---+ embedded in 
our calculus, takes expressions of the form eo[so] and reduce them to 
expressions of the form en « Sn where en is irreducible and free of 
« -operators. Symbolically 

eo[so] ---+* en « Sn (5) 

We also require to formulate a reduction strategy in our calculus to 
simulate a left to right ordered reduction with propagation of results. 
So we have a rule like the following: 

(M; N)[s] ---+ (M[s]); N (6) 

In simple words, for evaluating (M; N)[s] we first need need to eval
uate M[s]. As expected there will be counterparts for expressing the 
propagation from left to right. We also have another rule of the form 

((X« s); N)---+ N[s] (7) 

lt represents the case, where the leftmost expression in a sequence 
was reduced to (X« s) where X is a variable and s is the resulting 
environment. In such a case, we ignore X (according to the standard 
meaning of sequence) and continue reducing N in context of s. 
The calculus, as usual, contains a basic kernel of rules for representing 
the look-up in environments as well as the necessary operations for 
handling substitutions ( composition and updating). Our syntax is 
the following 

Definition 6.1 (TERM+SUBST) 

TERM 

VAR 

SUB ST 

VAR 1 (TERM) 1 TERM TERM 1 

>. VAR. TERM 1 

TERM [SUBST] 1 

TERM « SUBST 1 

V AR » SUB ST 1 

VAR = TERM 1 

X 1 Y 1 Z 1 · · · 

- id 1 (SUBST) 1 fti~~M (SUBST) 

SUBST o SUBST 1 

SUBST II SUBST 1 

15
( _ « _: TERM,SUBST-+ TERM)) 
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We usually use the letters M, N for denoting generic terms, s for 
substitutions, X, Y , Z (upper and lowercased) for variables, we write 
parenthesis only to solve ambiguities. Sometimes we use non-curried 
notations. Symbols like + and numbers are used, it is intended that 
they are some special variables (we will never bind numbers, how
ever). We denote an assignment by X = M ( the other forms was 
already introduced). The symbol id, as we already have above, is the 
identity substitution, and o stands for composition. The expression 
11~ ( s) denotes the substitution obtained by inserting the binding of 
variable X with N at the top of the substitution s. We write s1 II s2 
for expressing the substitution resulting from inserting/overriding all 
the bindings in s1 into s2. We write 11;' as short hand for 11;' (id). lt 
represents a single binding. We also can eliminate the parenthesis in 
substitutions and write them as a sequence of bindings. For instance, 
instead of lt; (lt~ (id)) we may simply write lt; lt~· 
The expression X » s is used for denoting the term which results 
from looking-up X in s. The standard X[s] returns the bound value 
as well as its environment, as we see below. We assume that this op
erations never fails, for simplicity 16 . 

N ow we can add a formal semantics to this notation. The following 
set of rules expresses the basic meaning of variable look-up and the 
manipulation of environments; we denote this semantics in a rewrite 
relation that we denote by --+ a. 

Definition 6.2 {-+a rewrite system) 

id 0 s -+a s (8) 

(s1os2)os3 -+a s1o(s2os3) (9) 

lt;' (s1) o s2 -+a 11~[s2 ] (s1 o s2) (10) 

s 11 id -+a s (11) 

id 11 s -+a s (12) 

lt~ (s1) II s2 -+a lt~ (s1 II s2) (13) 

(s11ls2)os3 -+a (s1 o s3) II (s2 o s3) (14) 

X» id -+a X (15) 

X» lt~ (s) -+a N (16) 

X» lt~ (s) -+a X » s when Y =/: X (17) 

X[s] -+a (X» s) « s X variable. (18) 

(X» s1)[s2] -+a X[s1 o s2] (19) 

16 As a consequence the variable assignment will be only considered as an updating 
operation. 
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(M[s1])[s2] -+a M[s1 o s2] (20) 

(MN)[s] -+a (M[s])N (21) 

(M « s1)[s2] -+a M[s2] « (s1 o s2) (22) 

(M « s1) « s2 -+a M « s2 (23) 

(X« s)N -+a X(N[s]) (24) 

M «1t~N«s1) (s2) -+a M « 1t;v (s2) (25) 

M['ft~N«s1) (s2)] -+a M['ft;v (s2)] (26) 

(>.x.M)[s] · -+a >.y.M['ft~ (s)J « s y fresh (27) 

((>.x.M) « s)N -+a (>.x.M)(N[s]) (28) 

X(N « s) -+a (XN)«s (29) 

As we mentioned above, the system -+a actually represents a left-most 
computation; we see that its normal forms have the form M « s 
where M is a variable or a lambda abstraction. We assume that every 
computation starts with an expression of the form N[s] where N is a 
standard lambda term and s is any substitution. When the left-most 
normal form is calculated, a propagation to the right is performed in 
order tö evaluate the rest of the expression. The system -+a does not 
reduce beta-redexes; for such a purpose we define: 

Definition 6.3 {-+ß) 

(>..x.M)N -+ß M['ft;vJ (30) 

The rule 30 represents the beta-reduction without applying the sub
stitution as it is standard by explicit substitution calculi. We see that 
according to the strategy which controls the -+a reductions, it is al
ways applied to a term reduced by the rule 27 17 . System -+a U -+ß 
represents an explicit substitution based calculus which does not alter 
its environments, we need to extend it with imperative statements for 
our purposes with objects. 

We proceed by introducing a rule system for computing with as
signment and sequence based on the O"-computation: 

Definition 6.4 {-+t,.} 

(X= M)[s] -+t,. M[s] « ('ft~[s] II s) (31) 

(M; N)[s] -+t,. M[s];N (32) 

(X« s);N -+t,. N[s] (33) 

((>.x.M) « s); N -+t,. N[s] (34) 

17 Under this assumption, we avoid another variable renaming that in other case will be 
necessary. 
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A calculus with mutable variables is now simply defined by the fol
lowing relation: 

Definition 6.5 (--+ ß A) u , •'-" 

(35) 

We usually drop the subindexes of --+u,ß,11 and write --+, simply. We 
now can compute some examples illustrating these rules. For instance, 
by proceeding with an innermost strategy we yield: 

(y = 3; (x = y)[1t;])[1t;J --+ /1 (36) 

(y = 3; (y « (1t~ll1t;)))[1t;J --+u (37) 

. (y = 3; (y « 11'~) )[1t;J --t+ 
(j (38) 

((y = 3)[1)';]); (y «1t~) --t+ (39) 

(3 « (11'~1111';)); (y «1tn --+u (40) 

(3 «1t~); (y «11'~) --+u ( 41) 

(y « 1t~)[1t~] --+u (42) 

(y[1t~]) « ((11'~) 0 (11'~)) --t+ 
(j (43) 

(3«11'~) « (1t;«ft~1t~) --+u (44) 

(3 « (1t;«ft~1t~) --+u (45) 

3 « rn; 11'~) (46) 

Outermost, we get: 

(y = 3; (x = y)[1)';])[1t;J --+a ( 47) 

((y = 3)[1t;J; (x = y)[1t;]) + 
--+ 11,u (48) 

(3«11'~); (x = y)[1t;] --+ /1 (49) 

(x = y)[1)';][1t~] --+u (50) 

(x = y)[(1t;) o (11'~)] --t+ a (51) 

(x = y)[-ft;«ft~ 1t~] --t+ (52) 

3 « 11'; ( 1t ;« ft~ 11'~) --t+ a (53) 

3 « rn; 11'~) (54) 

As we can notice in this specific case, we get syntactic joinability. In 
general however, the fresh variables introduced by rule 30 and the 
copying generated by some rules like 10 forces us to introduce a def
inition of congruence (of a very technical nature) which takes into 
account substitutions and some explicit form of a-conversion when 
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we compare terms. In the case of substitutions, we interpret them as 
mappings and compare them extensionally up to a set of variables W 
(which always contains those variables introduced by renaming during 
any reduction). In the case of variable renaming, we explicitly intro
duce the a-conversion as a part of the congr~ence, as we see in the 
following definition. In addition to that, we also permit equivalence 
according to the rules of look-up in the congruence (»-rules). 

Definition 6.6 (+-+w,a,» ) Let W be a set of variables, +-+» the con
gruence 18 induced by the rules 15, 16 and 17. We define +-+w,a,» as 
the congruence induced by the f ollowing inference system: 

yE W 
>. x .M +-+w,a,» >. y.M[1H] 

M+-t » N 

M +-+w,a,» N 

X » s1 « s1 +-+w,a,» X » s2 « s2 

VX(X ~ W): X» s1 « s1 +-+w,a,» X» s2 « s2 

s1 +-+w,a,» s2 

M1 +-+w,a,» M2, N1 +-+w,a,» N2 
{M1N1) +-+w,a,» (M2N2) 

M +-+w,a,» N , s1 +-+w,a,» s2 
{M « s1) +-+w,a,» (N « s2) 

A nd so on for every possible term of our syntax. 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

Using this congruence and assuming that W contains all the fresh vari
ables introduced for every reduction, we are able to state the following 
result: 

Claim 6.1 {Basic Confiuence Properties} 

1. -t,,. U -t~ is convergent modulo +-+w,a,» 

2. -t,,. U -t~ U -tß is confiuent modulo +-+w,a,» 

18 In every case, to be understood as the minimal congruence inductively defined over · 
the term structure. 
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Proof. (Sketch) Part 1 can be verified by reduction orderings and 
critical pair joinability.We must notice that the >.-terms are to 
be considered simple algebraic terms, where >. is just another 
operator. Part 2 can be proven by essentially repeating the proof 
of Theorem 4.3.3 of [19]. The Lemma 4.3.l must be adapted to 
consider +-+w,a:,» . In each case, we have to prove that +-+w,a,» 
is coherent ([7], Definition 4.1.4) with the other reductions, that 
is 

((M +-+w,a:,» N) /\ (M -+a-.ß,t.. N')) :J (N -!++w,c..» N') (61) 

This can be done by induction on the term structure. [] 

With respect to termination, we find good reasons to conjecture the 
following. 

Conjecture 6.1 -+a,ß,D. terminates over every set of terms where -+ß 

terminates. 

The relation --+ ß should terminate over every simply typed set of terms 
( for an instance), where we need to explicitly define typing in such a 
case for our language, however, as already mentioned, this was not 
performed in this work for the lack of time. 

A very important observation to be made at this point is that re
ductions using -+a,ß,6. (independently of confluence) can produce dy
namic bindings of free variables when these simultaneosly occur bound 
by a binder in the same expression. Handling this problem requires 
an adjustment of the rule system at the level of -+a and -+ß rules for 
protecting such a kind of variables before we evaluate the body of a 
>.-expression. The corresponding system is presented in the Appendix. 
As a side effect of this change, assignments to variables inside of the 
body of any lambda-abstraction are local to this body if they are not 
in its enclosing environment, as expected. 

7 Modeling Classes and Objects 

In a section 5 we intuitively showed how classes and objects can be 
represented by means of rule systems which may contain internal rules , 
being these their local data and methods. By using our rewrite ma
chinery of explicit substitution we are now able to incorporate objects 
and classes to our language and formulate an operational semantics 
for such a symbolization. We will model objects and classes trying 
essentially to follow the description of section 4, that is as a mimic of 
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JAVA, in a very simplified form, of course. Our goal is just to state 
the basic principles. 
We require an internal representation for dasses, we have considered in 
this work two options: the JAVA-like notation and the term-rewriting 
notation. For instance, if we specify a dass describing cells storing 
integer values, we could specify such a dass as follows: 
In the JAVA-style: 

class Cell { 

} 

Cell (int x) { val=x;} 
public int val=O; 
public int set (int y) { val=y;} 

As a term-rewriting system with mutable variables we put: 

Cell(x) ~ (x ~ val; 
set(y) ~ (y ~ val); 

) 

These are very concrete syntax forms, we want a more independent 
and abstract representation that makes more evident that both ac
tually meet in a common and more general symbolization. Under 
this representation, we will write the dedaration of the dass Cell as 
follows. This is the so-called external dass representation: 

Cell = class x. 
val =x; 
set = >. y. (this.val = y); 
) 

where class is a variable binder 19 . Because classes are terms like oth
ers, they have tobe to evaluated; in such a case we encode the internal 
assignments of a dass declaration by means of two substitutions, 

• One for the locally dedared variables: the this environment 

• And the other for the inherited variables, that is the super en-
vironment (which is id when there is no parent class). 

Under this encoding and once evaluated, the dass Cell looks like 
follows, which corresponds to the so-called internal dass represen
tation 20 : 

(th• (.().X .,.,).y.(this .val=y;)) "d) c;x. is « llvalllset ,super<< i (62) 

19For simplicity we consider monadic classes only, the extension to several arguments 
should be straightforward. 

20 We ca11 use a simpler (less verbose) representation ignoring the 'this' and 'super' tags. 
However, its use simplifies our dass evaluation mechanism. 
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where c;- is a binder like >. is and (_, _) is a new operator that we will use 
for representing internally dasses as well as objects. Classes become 
objects when they are juxtaposed with other terms. For example, from 
dass Cell, we produce an object (a Cell which stor~s a 10), simply 
by writing: 

(c;-x.(this « (1'1~a(ft;%/this.val=y;)), super« id) )10 (63) 

In such a case, a so-called c;--conversion takes place as we will explain 
below.The result will be equivalent to: 

(th• ,,.-,,.- (-f>-x[1f~0 ].f>-(>.y . (this . val=y;))[1't~0 ].f>-10) ,,.-,,.- ·d) 
lS ' ' llval llset llx , super'' t (64) 

Class inheritance is handled by introducing the (overloaded) _ II _ 
operation, which takes two dasses and merges its environments in the 
way we specify below. We permit the extension of a dass that already 
was extended, that is some kind of multiple inheritance. However, 
conflicts are solved in favor of the 'oldest' parent as we will see. 
We need to handle qualified reference, like the this.X and the super.X 
forms, for accessing object members. For this purpose, we consider 
these as a special term construction, we extend the --+,,. system so 
that it can cope with this format in a very simple way, which results 
compatible with our object representation.Essentially, we will consider 
that (_, _) is a special kind of multiple substitution. The · operator 
is the accessor to this substitution, we will introduce specific rewrite 
rules for · and (_, _) expressions. 
We first extend our synta.X in the following way: 

Definition 7.1 (TERM+SUBST+CLASS) 

TERM · · = VAR 1 (TERM) 1 TERM TERM 1 

CLASS 

VAR 
SUB ST 

..\VAR. TERM 1 

TERM [SUBST] 1 

TERM « SUBST 1 

VAR >> SUBST 1 

VAR = TERM 1 

TERM · TERM 1 

CLASS 
classVAR. TERM 
c;-VAR. SUBST 1 

CLASS II CLASS 1 
· · = X 1 Y 1 Z 1 this 1 super 1 ... 

id 1 (SUBST) 1 1'ii;~~M (SUBST) 
SUBST o SUBST 1 

SUBST II SUBST 1 
( VAR « SUBST , VAR « SUBST ) 
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The following set of rules extends the definition 6.5. We denote it by 
-+a-c; lt does look long and complex, but it follows essentially the same 
(repetitive) pattern for handling qualified variables for every operator 
related with substitutions. 

Definition 7.2 (-+a-c;: Extension to -+a-) 

this » (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (65) 

(this « s1,super « s2) 

X » (this « s1, super « s2) -+a- X » s1 (66) 

this.X » (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- X» s1 (67) 

super.X» (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- X» s2 (68) 

(this « s1,super « s2) o s3 -+a- (69) 

(this « (s1 o s3), super« (s2 o s3)) 

1)-~ (so) o (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (70) 

(this « 1)-~[si] {so o s1), super « s2) 

1r:'tis.X (so) o (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (71) 

(this « 'ft~[si] (so o s1), super « s2) 

'ft~per.X (so) o (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (72) 

(this « s1,super «1t~[s2 ] (so o s2)) 

(this « s1, super« s2) 11 s3 -+a- (73) 

(this « (s1 11 s3), super« (s2 II s3)) 

'ft~ (so) II (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (74) 

(this « 'ft~ (so) 11 s1), super« s2) 

'ft~is.X (so) o (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (75) 

(this « 'ft~[si] (so 11 s1), super« s2) 

'ft~per.X (so) II (this « s1, super« s2) -+a- (76) 

(this « s1, super « 'ft~[s2 ] (so II s2)) 

Our next step is to extend the definition 6.4 for computing with cla.sses 
and objects. The induced relation is denoted by -+t.c;· Just for the sake 
of simplicity we will assume that neither the evaluation of a dass nor 
the combination of cla.sses can produce any change in the environment 
enclosing the corresponding operation. The modification for dealing 
with that ca.se is quite simple. 
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Let us first give an example, showing the way we combine dasses 
which allow us to achieve inheritance. So, suppose that we want to 
extend the dass Cell defined above, for adding another method inc 
which increments the internal val.In our language, we would write 
the following: 

(dass x.(inc = Ay.this.set(y + this.val))) II (77) 

(classy.(val = y; set = Ax.this.val = y)) 

The dass of the left hand side extends the dass at its right. When 
a term like this one is going to be evaluated every component dass 
is first evaluated independently. Then, the rules of -+e:,., and -+ß, 
defined below will appropriately combine the corresponding this and 
super substitutions for producing the new dass. 
Class and object creation, represented here by <;-conversion, is indeed 
a special form of ß-conversion, that we have separated for simplicity. 
Consequently, we consider rules related with that task as an extension 
of the definition 6.3. 

Definition 7.3 (-+ß,: Rules for class and object creation) 

c;x.(this « si,super « s2))M -+ß, 

(this« (s1oft~),super« s2) (78) 

(c;x.(this « si,super « s2) II <;y.(this « s3,super « s4))M 

-+ß, 
(c;x.(this « (s1 II (s30 ft~),super « s2 II (s30 ft~)) (79) 

Rule 78 corresponds to the new operation of JAVA, it creates a new 
dass instance: the dass parameter x becomes instantiated with M in 
the this environment and an object is returned. On the other side, 
rule 79 yields a new dass from the extension of two dasses: we notice 
that an extended dass can only produce objects when all its parame
ters are bound. The parameter of the super dass will be instantiated 
as first 21 . In this rule we see that s1 corresponds to the local (i.e. the 
this) state of the extended dass. This dass has previously inherited 
s2 from some other dass. The new dass receives the s3 state in its 
this state. Its super is formed from the old inherited state s2 and 
the new s3. The new dass has indirectly access to s4 because this one 
is contained in s3. In each case, the dass parameter y of the dass is 

21 Corresponding roughly to a super(M) call in the constructor code in the JAVA style, 
for creating the parent instance. 
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initialized with the M value and stored in the corresponding environ
ment. 

Now, we are ready to introduce the rules for expressing the com
putation with objects. These include the transformation of external 
represented classes into internal represented classes, the assignment of 
object variables and object method calling. 

Definition 7.4 (-+ß,: The extension of -+6..) 

(classx.M)[s] -+ß, c;y.((M;this)[1t~ (s)],super « s) « s (80) 

(classx.M II classy.N)[s] -+ß, ((classx.M)[s] II (classy.N)[s]) (81) 

(((c;x.M) « s) II ((c;y.N) « s)) -+ß, ((c;x.M) II (c;y.N)) « s (82) 

(O.X = M)[s] -+ß, O[s].(X = M) (83) 

((s1, s2) « s3).(X = M) -+ß, (s1, s2).(X = M[s3]) (84) 

( (s1, s2).(X = (M « s3)) -+ß, this[1t~ll ( (s1, s2)) o s3)] (85) 

((O.X)M)[s] -+ß, O[s].(XM) (86) 

( (s1, s2 ) « s3).(X M) -+ß, (s1, s2).(X(M[s3])) (87) 

-+!),., 

((X» (s1,s2))M);(this[((s1 ,s2)os3)]) (88) 

c; x. (this « s1, super « s2) [s3] 

-+!),., 

c; x.(this « (s1 o s3), super « (s2 o s3)) « s3 (89) 

(c;x .M II c;y.N)[s] -+ß, (c;x.M)[s] II (c;y.N)[s] 

(this « s1, super « s2)[ s3] 

-+!),., 

(this « (s1 o s3), super « (s2 o s3)) « s3 (90) 
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For an explanation, let us take a look at this definition above. The 
rule 80 starts the evaluation of a class in an environment s. Similarly, 
the rule 81 simply distributes the environment s to each class for 
its independent evaluation. Rules 83-85 represent the assignment to 
variables in objects. The mechanics consists of three cycles: First, 0 
must be evaluated to get the referenced object; here X is the variable 
to modify, M is the value to assign. Once we get the object (rule 84) 
we continue evaluating M (rule 84). Finally in the last cycle, after 
having computed the value for M , we perform the assignment, using 
the fact that the objects are coded as special kinds of substitutions 
(rule 85). The rules for method calling (message sending) proceed 
analogously, they work in a three cycles phase, too. (rules 86-88). 

Rule 89-90, are used to 'close' internal represented classes and ob
jects with respect to some enclosing environment. 

We have to remark that an explicit object update is required after 
invoking object operations because our language is based on copying. 
For instance, if we consider again our class Cell and we would want to 
create an object and update it we should have to proceed as follows: 

Gell= classx.(val = x; set = .Ax.(this.val = x; )); 

aCell = Cell 10; 

aCell = aCell.(set 20); 

aCell.val; 

To finish this section, we will reformulate our claims for the new 
rewrite relation with classes and objects. 

Claim 7.1 (Confiuence Properties) 

1. -+uc; U -+t.c; is convergent modulo +-+w,a,» 

2. -+uc; U -+t.c; U -+ßc; U -+ß is confiuent modulo +-+w,a,» 

Proof. (Sketch) lt is possible to reconstruct the proof of claim 
6.1 because the extensions -+uc; do not create any divergence 
with respect to --+.,.. Furthermore, the -+ß reduction (rule 30) 
is extended without producing overlappings, hence -+ßc; U -+ß 
remains confluent. Lemma 4.3.1 of [19] is used with this ex
tended relation (parallelized). The definition of +-+w,o:,» needs 
to be extended and requires some technical adjustments, because 
classes have parameter like the .A-abstractions. The a-conversion 
must be extended for considering the class and c; binders. [] 
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8 Conclusions and Future Work 

The techniques of explicit substitution and the term-rewriting systems 
are adequate and suitable for the symbolic representation and manip
ulation of object-oriented and functional specifications, as we have 
learned in this work. Based on the preliminary experience gained by 
this work, we detect a very promising field around this kind of models 
with applications of theoretical and practical nature, especiallly to the 
formal verification of systems. There are many possibilities of further 
development, we want to mention some of the most relevant, briefly. 
These are apart from the technical questions we have postulated at 
different places at this document. 
In the first place, we need to make precise the way a symbolic mecha
nism (like ours) can support symbolic temporal reasoning. The author 
believes that some interesting ideas can be taken from [55, 37] for ex
ample. 
In the second place, we need to consider specifications with concurrent 
objects. We have developed extensions of the ideas presented in this 
report for incorporating channel-based process intercommunication in 
the spirit of the 71"-calculus; for the reasons already explained, they 
could not be included in this report. Essentially, the idea we have 
explored is to include in our language the concept of process with its 
corresponding symbolic representation. This is a term with explicit 
environment and a channel for receiving messages from other processes 
(corresponding to the principles of the language ERLANG, [5]). The 
approach of [28, 29] is also very attractive due to the pattern-matching 
on multiple channels which makes the modelling of formal specifica
tions in languages like SDL ([73, 30]) easier 22 . 

A third area of interest comprehends the incorporation of pointers and 
sharing in the specification in order to avoid the need to copy objects, 
which is implicit in our language ([23]). Our idea in this sense is to 
consider the address as a primitive object which can be assigned to 
variables like other terms. A last area worth to mention is the pure 
declarative facet, in terms of equational reasoning, of all this compu
tational mechanism. 
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10 Appendix: Dynamic ~inding 

The following changes must be applied to the rules of 4 17 and 4 ß 
23 for avoiding dynamic binding of quantified variables also occurring 
free outside their scope. The idea bases on a (new) update operation: 

EB: SUBST,SUBST 4 SUBST 

which provides a mechanism for variable updating when leaving scoped 
expressions. In addition to that, quantified variables must be pro
tected when a lambda-abstraction is closed, i.e. when it is converted 
into a closure (rule 92 below). We mark bound variables in the form 
x and adapt the reductions appropiately. 
To accomplish these requirements we begin modifying the definition 
of 4 17 as follows. 

Definition 10.1 In Definition 6.2, replace rules 23 and 21 by rules 
91 and 92, respectively. Further, include the following new rules {94-
102}: 

(M « s1) « s2 417 M « (s1 EB s2) (91) 

(>. x.M)[s] 40' >. y.M[1f:X] « ( 1)-~ os) y new (92) 

X» 1)-~ (s) -+u M (93) 

s EB id 40' id (94) 

id EB s -+u s (95) 

1)-~ (s1)EB 1)-~ (s2) 40' 1)-~ (s1 EB s2) (96) 

1)-~ (s1)EB 1)-~ (s2) 417 1)-~ (1f~ (s1) EB s2) X =J Y (97) 

(s1 EB s2) o s; -+u (s1 o s3) EB (s2 o s3) (98) 

(s1 EB s2) EB s3 40' s1 EB (s2 EB s3) (99) 

s1 EB (s2 o s1) -+17 s2 o s1 (100) 

s EB 1)-~ (s) -+u 1)-~ (s) (101) 

M « (1)-~« si (s1) EB s2) 40' M « (1f~ (s1) EB s2) (102) 

Now, the -+ ß relation is simply redefined by the following way: 

Definition 10.2 {Scoped -+ ß) 

(>. x. M)(N « s) -+ß M[1f~] « s (103} 

23 We notice that similar adjustments are needed for the other binders class and <; . 
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The rules specifying EB, in combination with the definition above, avoid 
that locally defined variables (inside ,\ x.M) propagates beyond the 
.\-expression. Because a ß-reduction can only proceed after the ap
plication of rule 92, we know that the original parameter was already 
marked and must be stored in s bound to its external term. 
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